Starting from the working hypothesis that both physics and the corresponding mathematics have to be described by means of discrete concepts on the Planck scale, one of the many problems one has to face in this enterprise is to nd the discrete protoforms of the building blocks of our ordinary continuum physics and mathematics. We base our own approach on what we call`cellular networks', consisting of cells (nodes) interacting with each other via bonds (guring as elementary interactions) according to a certain`local law'. Geometrically our dynamical networks are living on graphs. Hence a substantial amount of the investigation is devoted to the developement o f v arious versions of discrete (functional) analysis and geometry on such (almost random) webs. Another important topic we address is a suitable concept of intrinsic fractal dimension on erratic structures of this kind. In the course of the investigation we make comments concerning both dierent and related approaches to quantum gravity as, say, the spin network framework. It may perhaps be said that certain parts of our programme seem to bearealisation of ideas sketched by Smolin some time ago (see the introduction).
Introduction
There exists a certain suspicion in parts of the scientic community that nature may be discrete or rather \behaves discretely" on the Planck scale. But even if one is willing to agree with this \working philosophy", it is far from being evident what this vague metaphor actually has to mean or how it should be implemented into a concrete and systematic inquiry concerning physics and mathematics in the Planck regime.
There are basically two o v erall attitudes as to \discreteness on the Planck scale", the one comprising approaches which start (to a greater or lesser degree) from continuum concepts (or more specically: concepts being more or less openly inspired by them) and then try to detect or create modes of \discrete behavior" on very ne scales, typically by imposing quantum theory in full or in parts upon the model system or framework under discussion.
There are prominent and very promising candidates in this class like e.g.`string theory' or`loop quantum gravity'. Somewhat intermediate is a more recent version (or rather: aspect) of the latter approach, its`polymer' respectively`spin network' variants. As these approaches are meanwhile widely known we refrain from citing from the vast corresponding literature. We recommend instead as more recent reviews as to the latter approach, containing some cursory remarks about the former together with a host of references, [1] and [2] and, as a beautiful introduction to the conceptual problems of quntum gravity in general, [3] .
On the other hand one could adopt an even more speculative and radical attitude and approach the Planck regime from more or less the opposite direction by developing a framework almost from scratch which has \discreteness" already built in into its very building blocks and then try to reconstruct, working, so to speak, \bottom up", all the continuum concepts of ordinary space-time physics as sort of`collective quantities' like e.g.`collective excitations' via the cooperation of many microscopic (discrete) degrees of freedom. If one is very bold one could even entertain the idea that the quantum phenomena as such are perhaps not the eternal and irreducible principles as they are still viewed today by the majority of physicists but, to the contrary, may emerge as derived and secondary concepts, together with gravitation, from a more primordial truly discrete and`combinatorial' theory. As to corresponding strategies see also the perhaps prophetical remarks of R.Penrose in [4] or the bundle of ideas presented in [5] beginning roughly at page 267. To the wider context belong also the ideas of Sorkin, Balachandran et al. (see e.g. [6] ), while the approach of 't Hooft ( [7] ) is noteworthy because of its emphasis on the possible usefulness of cellular automata (i.e. simpler and more rigid variants of our cellular networks).
We would like to add a perhaps clarifying remark concerning reference [5] . The mentioned ideas are sketched almost at the end of a long contribution and we stumbled over them only very recently (February 1998). One could perhaps venture to say that the framework we are going to develop in the following and in related papers (see [8] )
to [11] is, at least in part, an implementation of Smolin's programme. This concerns in particular one of the main motivations of both Smolin's and our approach, namely the hope that, proceeding in this way, the peculiar form of nonlocality or entanglement observed in quantum theory can actually be implemented and thus better understood.
It goes without saying that such a radical approach is beyond the reach of direct experimental verication in the strict sense for the foreseeable future (as is the case with the other frameworks mentioned above). As a substitute one rather has to rely on inner theoretical criteria, among other things, the capability to generate the hierarchy of increasingly complex patterns we are observing in nature or in our present day`eective theories', which describe the various regimes many orders of magnitude away from the Planck scale, while introducing, on the other hand, as few simple and elementary assumptions as possible. More specically, one would like such a framework to provide clues how the continuum concepts of ordinary space-time physics/mathematics may emerge in a natural manner from their respective`discrete protoforms'.
Another more aesthetic criterion would be akind of natural convergence of the dierent approaches towards a common substructure which is discrete in a really primordial way. Indications for such a convergence can, in our view, bedetected in the various lines of research going on presently.`spin networks' or`polymer states' are e.g. cases in point where modes of discreteness do emerge from a at rst glance continuous environment. Furthermore it may w ell be that`string eld theory' will turn out to live on a more discrete and singular substratum than presently suspected (some speculative remarks pointing in this direction can e.g. be found at the end of [12] ), a catchword being`fractal geometry'. A brief but illuminating analysis concerning such a possible convergence in the future towards a decidedly discrete and`combinatorial' common limit has been given in section 8 of [1] . A bundle of related ideas with which we sympathize is developed by Nottale (see e.g. [13] ).
In the following sections we will embark on the developement of a conceptual framework which has a pronouncedly combinatorial avor and makes contact with various branches of modern discrete mathematics as e.g. algebraic combinatorics, (random)graph theory or noncommutative geometry. The paper is more or less divided into three parts. The rst part deals with the dynamics of`cellular networks' we will introduce below. Insofar our approach is dierent from perhaps more canonical approaches which rely in a more or less open way on ideas being already employed in the continuum versions as e.g.`elds',`path integrals' or a relative regular substratum like a periodic lattice structure. Quite to the contrary, we regard most of these concepts as`emergent structures' according to our working philosophy. In other words, these patterns need not have identiable counterparts on the primordial scale.
As to such questions of principle we share the philosophy of e.g. Smolin, Ashtekar (and quite a few others, see e.g. section 6.1 in [14] ) that if one agrees that a continuum theory has to be understood as the coarse grained limit of an underlying`critical' discrete and more fundamental theory , there is no sucient reason to surmise that the primordial building blocks or the dynamics at perhaps the ultimate bottom of our universe will share a lot of similarities with the (almost) continuum concepts of our eective theories' living in a regime of at most intermediate energies many orders of magnitude away from the Planck regime.
The second part of our paper consists of a presentation of a couple of ways how one can introduce versions of discrete analysis and geometry in such erratic environments we are going to study in the following. At the same time we undertake to compare our approach with other existing ones (being, in part, derivatives of noncommutative geometry in the sense of Connes et al).
In the last part we develop dimensional concepts on such discrete spaces. We would like to stress the point that we consider it to beof crucial importance not to base such concepts on anything which could be identied as a variant of a continuum or embedding space. As to these ideas much more can befound in [8] , in particular concerning various conceptual relations to fractal geometry.
We w ant to close this introduction with a perhaps clarifying remark. To discretize continuum quantum gravity (or rather certain models), e.g. to put it on a lattice or triangulate it, is of course not new, but most of the approaches we are aware of discretize continuum theories living in a xed embedding space with a denite dimension in the standard sense. Furthermore the kind of discretizations being employed are typically relatively regular while in our approach the underlying graphs are rather random structures with vertices and bonds as dynamical variables which can even be switched on or o. As a consequence the dimension of our networks is an`emergent' and dynamical, perhaps even fractal, property of the system. To mention only two representative paper of the many others employing or reviewing strategies of the former type see e.g. [15] or [16] and for more references the thesis of Bakker ([17] ), the lecture of T.D.Lee ( [18] ) should perhaps also be mentioned in this context. This does not of course mean that there are no relations between these dierent approaches but we prefer to discuss them elsewhere in order to keep the paper readable.
The Cellular Network Environment
In this section we will sketch the type of model systems on which the following analysis will be based. As already said in the introduction we will start from a rather primordial level, trying to make no allusions whatsoever to continuum concepts. We will then show how protoforms of ideas and notions, playing a key role in ordinary continuum physics/mathematics emerge in a relatively natural and unforced way from this framework. Cases in point are e.g. concepts like`dimension',`dierential structure', the idea of`physical points' (being endowed with an internal structure), the web of which establishes the substratum of macroscopic space-time, and other geometrical/topological notions. The framework turns out to be even rich enough to support a full edged kind of`discrete functional analysis', comprising e.g.`Laplace-, Dirac operators' and all that. It is perhaps particularly noteworthy that an advanced structure like`Connes' spectral triple' shows up in a very natural way within this context.
Besides the reconstruction of basic concepts of continuum physics and mathematics another goal is to describe the micro dynamics going on in this discrete substratum over (in) which macroscopic space-time is oating as a kind of coarse grained`superstructure', the formation of`physical points' and their mutual entanglement, yielding the kind of`near-/far-order' or`causal structure' we are used to from continuum space-time.
To this end we view this substratum as, what we like to call, a`cellular network', consisting of`nodes' and`bonds'. The nodes are assumed to represent certain elementary modules (cells or \monads") having a discrete, usually simple, internal state structure, the bonds modeling elementary direct interactions among the nodes. As an important ingredient, these bonds are dynamical insofar as they are capable to be in a ( t ypically limited) numberof`bond states', t h us implementing the varying strength of the mutual interactions among the cells.
It is a further characteristic of our model class that these interactions are not only allowed to vary in strength but, a fortiori, can beswitched o or on, depending on the state of their local environment. In other words, stated in physical terms, bonds can becreated or annihilated in the course of network evolution, which (hopefully) enables the system to undergo`geometric phase transitions' being accompanied by a ǹ unfolding' and`pattern formation', starting e.g. from a less structured chaotic initial phase. To put it briey: in contrast to, say,`cellular automata', which are relatively rigid and regular in their wiring and geometric structure (in particular: with the bonds typically being non-dynamical), our cellular networks do not carry such a rigid overall order as an external constraint (e.g. a regular lattice structure); their \wiring" is dynamical and thus behaves randomly to some extent. The clue is that order and modes of regularity are hoped to emerge via a process of`self-organization'.
2.1 Denition (Class of Cellular Networks) 1 . \Geometrically" our networks represent at each xed`clock time' a`labeled graph', i.e. they consist of nodes fn i g and bonds fb ik g or fd ik g (see the next section), with the bond b ik connecting the nodes (cells) n i , n k . We assume that the graph has neither elementary loops nor multi-bonds, that is, only nodes with i 6 = k are connected by at most one bond. 2. At each site n i we have a local node state s i 2 q Z Z with q, for the time being, a certain not further specied elementary quantum. The bond variables J ik , attached to b ik , are in the most simplest cases assumed to be two-or threevalued, i.e. J ik 2 f 1 g or J ik 2 f 1 ; 0 g R emarks 1. In the proper graph context the notions`vertex' and`edge' are perhaps more common (see e.g. [19] ). As to some further concepts used in graph theory see below. 2. This is, in some sense, the simplest choice one can make. It is an easy matter to employ instead more complicated internal state spaces like, say, groups, manifolds etc. One could in particular replace Z Z by one of its subgroups or impose suitable boundary conditions. 3. In the following section we will give the bonds b ik an`orientation', i.e. (un- derstood in an precise algebraic/geometric sense) b ik = b ki . This implies the compatibility conditions J ik = J ki .
In a next step we have to impose a dynamical law on our model network. In doing this we are of course inspired by`cellular automaton laws' (see e.g. [20] ). The main dierence is however that in our context also the bonds are dynamical degrees of freedom and that, a fortiori, they can become dead or alive (active or inactive), so that the whole net is capable of performing drastic topological/geometrical changes in the course of clock time.
A particular type of a dynamical`local law' is now introduced as follows: We assume that all the nodes/bonds at`(clock) time' t + , an elementary clock time step, are updated according to a certain local rule which relates for each given node n i and bond b ik their respective states at time t+ with the states of the nodes/bonds of a certain xed local neighborhood at time t.
It is important that, generically, such a law does not lead to a reversible time evolution, i.e. there will typically exist attractors in total phase space (the overall conguration space of the node and bond states).
A crucial ingredient of our network laws is what we w ould like t o c a l l à hysteresis interval'. We will assume that our network, called in the following QX (\quantum space)", starts from a densely entangled`initial phase' QX 0 , in which practically every pair of nodes is on average connected by an`active' bond, i.e. J ik = 1.
Our dynamical law will have a built-in mechanism which switches bonds o (more properly: sets J ik = 0 ) i f local uctuations among the node states become too large. Then there is hope that this mechanism may trigger an`unfolding phase transition', starting from a local seed of spontaneous large uctuations towards a new phase (an attractor) carrying a certain`super structure', which we would like to relate to the hidden discrete substratum of space-time (points).
One example of such a l a w i s g i v en in the following denition.
2.2 Denition (Local Law) At each clock time step a certain`quantum' q is transported between, say, the nodes n i , n k such that
(i.e. if J ki = + 1 a quantum q ows from n k to n i etc.)
The second part of the law describes the back reaction on the bonds (and is, typically, more subtle). This is the place where the so-called`hysteresis interval' enters the stage. We assume the existence of two`critical parameters' 0 1 2 with: J ik (t + ) = 0 if js i (t) s k (t)j =: js ik (t)j > 2 (2) J ik (t + ) = 1 if 0 < s ik (t) < 1 (3) with the special proviso that
On the other side
In other words, bonds are switched o i f l o c al spatial charge uctuations are t o o large, switched on again if they are too small, their orientation following the sign of local charge dierences, or remain inactive.
Remark
1. The reason why we do not choose the \current" q J ik proportional to the \voltage dierence" (s i s k ) as e.g. in Ohm's law is that we f a v or a non-linear network which is capable of self-excitation and self-organization rather than self-regulation around a relatively uninteresting equilibrium state! The balance between dissipation and amplication of spontaneous uctuations has however to be carefully chosen (\complexity at the edge of chaos") 2. We presently have emulated these local network laws on a computer. It is not yet clear whether this simple network law does already everything we are expecting. In any case, it is fascinating to observe the enormous capability of such intelligent networks to nd attractors very rapidly, given the enormous accessible phase space 3. In the above class of laws a direct bond-bond-interaction is not yet implemented.
We are prepared to incorporate such a contribution in a next step if it turns out to be necessary. In any case there are not so many w a ys to do this in a sensible way. Stated dierently, the class of possible physically sensible interactions is perhaps not so numerous. 4. Note that { in contrast to e.g. Euclidean lattice eld theory { the so-called`clock time' t is, for the time being, not standing on the same footing as potential \coordinates" in the network (e.g. curves of nodes/bonds). We rather suppose that so-called`physical time' will emerge as sort of a secondary collective v ariable in the network, i.e. being dierent from the clock time (while being of course functionally related to it).
In our view Remark 4 is consistent with the spirit of relativity. What Einstein was really teaching us is that there is a (dynamical) interdependence between what we experience as space respectively time, not that they are absolutely identical! In any case, the assumption of an overall clock time is at the moment only made just for convenience in order to make the model system not too complicated. If our understanding of the complex behavior of the network dynamics increases, this assumption may beweakened in favor of a possibly local and/or dynamical clock frequency. A similar attitude should be adopted concerning concepts like`Lorentz-(In)Covariance' which we also consider as`emergent' properties. It is needless to say that it is of tantamount importance to understand the way how these patterns do emerge from the relatively chaotic background, questions which will be addressed in future work.
As can be seen from the denition of the cellular network, a full scale investigation of its behavior separates quite naturally into two parts of both a dierent mathematical and physical nature. The rst one comprises its more geometric/algebraic content in form of large static graphs and their intricate structure (at, say, arbitrary but xed clock time), thus neglecting the details of the internal states of bonds and nodes, the other one conveys a more dynamical avor, i.e. analyzing and keeping track of the topological/geometrical change and pattern formation in the course of clock time. Both parts represent a n i n tricately entangled bundle of complicated problems and do require the developement or application of a fair amount of quite advanced (discrete) mathematics. Therefore we prefer to concentrate in the following on the former part; as to the latter part a certain impression of the impending problems is given in [11] which, however, should beconsidered only as a preliminary draft.
Before we e m bark on studying in more detail the`pregeometric' patterns in cellular networks we w ant to briey comment on the more general structure of evolution laws in such systems. The above one is only one candidate from a whole class of such l a ws. For one, it is quite evident that the`local state spaces' living over the respective nodes and bonds can be chosen in a more general way. For another, the local dynamical law can bechosen more general.
Denition (General Local Law on Cellular Networks):
Each node n i can be in a number of internal states s i 2 S. Each bond b ik carries a corresponding bond state J ik 2 J . Then the following general transition law is assumed to hold: s i (t + ) = ll s (fs k (t)g;fJ kl (t)g) (6) J ik (t + ) = ll J (fs l (t)g;fJ lm (t)g) (7) (S; J )(t + ) = LL((S; J )(t)) (8) where ll s , ll J are two maps (being the same over the whole graph) from the state space of a local neighborhood of the node or bond on the lhs to S; J , yielding the updated values of s i and J ik . S and J denote the global states of the nodes and bonds and LL the global law built from the local laws at each node or bond.
Irrespectively of the technical details of the dynamical evolution law under discussion it should emulate the following, in our view crucial, principles, in order to match certain fundamental requirements concerning the capability o f emergent' and complex' behavior.
1. As is the case with, say, gauge theory or general relativity, our evolution law o n the primordial level should encode the mutual interaction of two fundamental substructures, put sloppily: \geometry" acting on \matter" and vice versa, where in our context \geometry" is assumed to correspond in a loose sense with the local and/or global bond states and \matter" with the structure of the node states. (We will not comment further on this working philosophy at the moment as it represents the basis of forthcoming work). 2. By the same token the above selfreferential dynamical circuit of mutual interactions is expected to favor a kind of`undulating behavior' or`selfexcitation' above a return to some uninteresting`equilibrium state' which is frequently found among systems consisting of a single component which directly acts back on itself. This propensity for the`autonomous' generation of undulation patterns is in our view an essential prerequisite for some form of \protoquantum behavior" we hope to recover on some coarse grained and less primordial level of the network dynamics. 3. In the same sense we expect the possibility of switching on and o of bonds to generate a kind of \protogravity". We close this section with a short aside concerning the denition of evolution laws of`spin networks' by Markopoulou, Smolin and Borissov (see [21] or [22] ). As in our case there are more or less two possibilities: treating evolution laws within an integrated space-time formalism or regard the network as representing space alone with the time evolution being implanted via some extra principle ( which is the way we have chosen above). Closely connected with this question is the developement of a suitable concept of dimension in this context. We start to develop our personal concept in the last section of this paper. More information can befound in [8] . As the interrelation of these various approaches and frameworks is both very interesting and presently far from obvious we plan to compare them elsewhere.
Discrete Analysis on Graphs and Networks
In the following we will show that despite of its discreteness graphs and networks are capable of supporting a surprisingly rich dierential and geometric structure, so that the catchword`discrete analysis' in the headline of this section is no exaggeration. One can even develop a full edged`discrete functional analysis' with Hilbert spaces, graph Laplacian, Dirac operator etc. This then leads into the fascinating eld of describing geometric structures and patterns on the graph with the help of functional analytic tools (see [10] ).
While our original approach has been developed from a somewhat dierent perspective there emerged nevertheless in the course of evolution of our framework various regions of contact and overlap with other approaches like e.g. what is called`noncommutative geometry' (see e.g. [23] or [24] ; as a brief but concise introduction we recommend also [25] ). If a certain part of this highly abstract machinery is applied to, say, discrete sets, one gets a version of discrete calculus which is still a relatively abstract scheme as long as it is not interpreted within a concrete model theory. Such an abstract calculus has been developed by e.g. Dimakis, Mueller-Hoissen et al. (see for example [26] ). In the following we will attempt, among other things, to relate these in some respects dierent, in other respects related approaches with our own framework.
We will develop below various schemes with only the rst one being related in some respects to noncommutative geometry. The other ones are standing on a more or less independent footing. In this rst approach context we treat the network as a static labelled graph, consisting solely of nodes and bonds. We start with some graph theoretical concepts: 3.1 Denition (Simple Locally Finite (Un)directed Graph):
1. We write the`simple' graph as G := (V;E)where V is the countable set of nodes fn i g (or vertices) and E the set of bonds (edges). The graph is called simple if there do not exist elementary`loops' and`multiple edges', in other words: each existing bond connects two dierent nodes and there exists at most one bond between two nodes. (We could of course also discuss more general graphs). Furthermore, for simplicity, we assume the graph to be connected, i.e. two arbitrary nodes can be connected by a sequence of consecutive bonds called an`edge sequence' or`walk'. A minimal edge sequence, that is one with each intermediate node occurring only once, is called a`path' (note that these denitions may change from author to author).
2. We assume the graph to be`locally nite', that is, each node is incident with only a nite number of bonds. Sometimes it is useful to make the stronger assumption that this`vertex degree', v i , (number of bonds being incident with n i ), is globally bounded away from 1.
3. One can give the edges both an`orientation' and a`direction' (these two slightly dierent geometric concepts are frequently intermixed in the literature). In our context we adopt the following convention: If two nodes n i ; n k are connected by a b ond, we interpret this as follows: There exists a`directed b ond', d ik , p ointing from n i to n k and a directed bond, d ki , pointing in the opposite direction. In an algebraic sense, which will become clear below, we call their`superposition'
the corresponding`oriented bond' (for obvious reasons; the directions are xed while the orientation can change its sign). In a sense the above reects the equivalence of an`undirected graph' with a`directed multi-graph' having two directed bonds pointing in opposite directions for each undirected bond.
We now take the elementary building blocks fn i g and fd ik g as basis elements of a certain hierarchy of vector spaces over, say, C with scalar product < n i j n k > = ik < d ik jd lm >= il km (10) 3.2 Denition (Vertex-, Edge-Space): The vector spaces (or modules) C 0 and C 1 , consist of the nite sums f := X f i n i and g := X g ik d ik (11) f i ; g ik ranging over a certain given eld like e.g. C or ring like e.g. Z Z in case of a module.
Remark:
1. These spaces can beeasily completed to Hilbert spaces (as it was done in [10] ) by assuming X jf i j 2 < 1 X jg ik j 2 < 1 (12) if one chooses the eld C. 2. One can continue this row of vector spaces in a way which is common practice in, say, algebraic topology (for more details see below). In this context they could equally well be called`chain complexes'. 3. Evidently the above vector spaces could as well beviewed as discrete function spaces over the node-, bond set with n i ; d ik representing the elementary indicator functions.
In the same spirit we can now introduce two linear maps between C 0 ; C 1 called for obvious reasons`boundary-' and`coboundary map'. On the basis elements they act as follows:
3.3 Denition/Observation ((Co)boundary Operator):
: d ik ! n k hence b ik ! n k n i (13) d (14) and linearly extended. That is, maps the directed bonds d ik onto the terminal node and b ik onto its`boundary', while d maps the node n i onto the sum of the`ingoing' directed b onds minus the sum of the`outgoing' directed b onds or on th sum of`oriented'
ingoing bonds b ki .
The following results show, that these denitions lead in fact to a kind of`discrete dierential calculus'. Remark: Note that the repeated occurrence of a particular node or bond in such a string is not forbidden, whereas two consecutive nodes are always dierent. A fortiori a substring of the form d ik d ki or n i n k n i is admissible. Such strings or substrings are algebraically useful if one wants to have the notion of`inverse string' and a corresponding multiplication structure (thinking of more general algebraic concepts like e.g. groupoids etc.).
We can now extend the (co)boundary maps ; d to consecutive pairs of spaces, C k ; C k +1 by combining geometric imagery with experience from algebraic topology. ( 1) i n 0 : : : n i 1 n n i : : : n k (19) where i runs from 0 to (k + 1 ) and admissible nodes are inserted before the node n i or for i = (k + 1 ) after the last node n k . The insertion runs over all nodes being connected with both n i 1 and n i .
The geometric picture behind this scheme is quite transparent. A given string in C k is mapped onto a superposition of strings in C k 1 or C k+1 with appropriate weights as prefactors. After these preparatory steps we can now set up a certain discrete dierential structure with a strong geometric avor. We have the IN 0 -graded vector space C := X C k k 2 IN [ f 0 g (20) with the`raising' and`lowering' operators d and , mapping the`level sets' of homogeneous elements, C k , into each other. In a rst step we make C int o à graded algebra':
3.8 Denition/Observation (Graded Algebra): We dene multiplication of homogeneous elements via`concatenation', i.e:
(n i 0 : : : n i k ) ( n j 0 : : : n j l ) = ( n i 0 : : : ( n i k n j 0 ) : : : n j l ) 2 C k + l (21) where n i k n j 0 means the natural algebra product structure on C 0 , i.e. pointwise multiplication f g = ( X f i n i ) ( X g i n i ) = X f i g i n i (22) that is n i k n j 0 = i k j 0 n j 0 .
Geometrically this describes the glueing together of strings or walks, the product being zero if the end node of the rst string is dierent from the initial node of the second string (in other words, this algebra has a lot of`zero divisors').
As a consequence C has a natural`bimodule structure' over C 0 .
3.9 Corollary (Bimodule Structure): With n i (n i : : : n k ) = ( n i n 1 ) n 2 : : : n k = i 1 n 1 : : : n k (23) (n 1 : : : n k ) n i = n 1 : : : ( n k n i ) = ki (n 1 : : : n k ) (24) and linear extension C becomes a bimodule over the algebra C 0 . Algebraically n 1 ; n k play the role of`left-' and`right-'identities with respect to the above string.
In order to exhibit the connection to dierential calculus in the style of Connes or Dimakis et al., we make the following observation concerning the interplay of algebraic and dierential structure.
3.10 Observation: Given an admissible string n 0 : : : n k and applying the operator d on each of the nodes n 1 ; : : : ; n k we have the identities: n i n i+1 = n i dn i+1 = dn i n i+1 (25) and hence n 0 : : : n k = ( n 0 n 1 ) ( n 1 n 2 ) ( n k 1 n k ) (26) (concatenation of bonds, i.e. elementary strings) = ( n 0 dn 1 ) (n 1 dn 2 ) ( n k 1 dn k ) = n 0 dn 1 dn 2 dn k =: n 0 dn 1 : : : d n k (27) Proof: The latter manipulations exploit the algebraic (concatenation) rules we have already established above (rememberthe denition of dn i as a certain superposition of 1-strings). The former identities hold because
with d ki+1 denoting the string n k n i+1 etc., hence n i d ki+1 = ik d ii+1 . That is, it survives only the one term d ii+1 or n i n i+1 since the other term n i d i+1k is always zero by the denition of the concatenation product.
2
It is exactly these abstract (usually uninterpreted) objects a 0 da 1 : : : d a k which occur in the abstract formalism of, say, non-commutative de Rham complexes' or the`universal dierential algebra' (see e.g. [23] or for the case of discrete sets [26] ).
In an earlier version ([27]) we based most of the algebraic calculus on the concept and properties of tensor products (of e.g. modules) which, we think, has obscured a little bit the very suggestive geometric imagery. On the other side it is perhaps closer to the abstract framework of non-commutative geometry. 2. In the same paper we showed that our strings realize also the abstract structure o f à groupoid'. For sake of brevity w e omit the developement of the corresponding framework in this paper.
The above shows that our strings form a graded algebra with concatenation as multiplication. In a next step we show that the coboundary operator d fullls the so-called (graded)`Leibniz rule' ( w ellknown from e.g. the exterior dierential algebra) 
df g +f dg = (
The mixed f i g k -terms in the latter equation cancel each other (after a change of dummy v ariables), hence the result. In the case of general strings with w 1 = n i 0 : : : n i k ; w 2 = n j 0 : : : n j l
we can split the action of d on w 1 w 2 in two groups of terms, the one comprising the action within w 1 or w 2 , the other consisting of the terms which arise from the action of d on the "interface" b e t w een w 1 and w 2 .
The terms in the rst group occur also in dw 1 3. The remaining possibility, n i k = n j 0 is very simple. The corresponding end term in dw 1 leads away from n i k = n j 0 . So its concatenation with w 2 is zero. The same holds for the initial term in dw 2 . That is, in this situation all the non-zero terms in dw 1 w 2 ; w 1 dw 2 are internal terms, falling in the rst group, discussed above and for which the stated identit6y has already been veried. This proves the graded Leibniz rule for strings (a dierent proof have been given in [28] ).
We have now to explain why we call our algebra a`semi-dierential algebra'. To this end we show that in general, i.e. if the underlying graph is not`complete' or à simplex', the relations d d = 0 and = 0 do not hold for every string or node.
On the other side they are fullled for a complete graph. Phenomena like these are analyzed in more detail (among other things) by T.Nowotny in his Diploma thesis ( [28] ) and are not dicult to prove anyhow in full generality. Therefore we content ourselves with giving the main clue of the reasoning (the phenomenon was already discussed in [27] , section 4.3).
Take e.g. a graph, consisting of the nodes n 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 and the bonds n 0 n 1 ; n 1 n 2 (plus the \opposite bonds" n 1 n 0 ; n 2 n 1 ). We have d(n 0 ) = n 0 n 1 + n 1 n 0 and dd(n 0 ) = n 0 n 1 n 2 + n 2 n 1 n 0 6 = 0 (35) On the other hand, if the bonds n 0 n 2 ; n 2 n 0 w ere present we would have dn 0 = n 0 n 1 n 0 n 2 + n 2 n 0 + n 1 n 0 (36) and it is easy to see that all the terms in ddn 0 do in fact cancel.
Analyzing the general case a little bit more systematically we observe the following: In the`reduced g r aph' (i.e. some bonds missing) the following can happen. Apply d to a given string which yields e.g. an insertion between node n i 1 and node n i , e.g. : : : n i 1 n n i : : : with a weight ( 1) i . Applying d again may yield another admissible insertion of the type : : : n i 1 n n n i : : : coming with the weight ( 1) i ( 1) i provided that n is connected with n i and n .
On the other hand the \counterterm" with the weight ( 1) i ( 1) i+1 may be missing as it can happen that n is connected with n i 1 and n but not with n i 1 and n i so that : : : n i 1 n n i : : : does not show up in the rst step in contrast to the analogous term with n . A similar result holds for , hence: 3.12 Conclusion:We call the above algebra a`semi-dierential algebra' since in general (if some bonds are missing) dd 6 = 0; 6 = 0 on certain strings. If, on the other side, the underlying graph is complete, we have dd = = 0 These last observations are perhaps of some help if one wants to compare our (more \bottom up") approach with a to some extent alternative (and more \top down") approach, which starts from the concept of the`universal dierential algebra' (see the remarks at the beginning of this section). It is then an almost trivial observation (corresponding results being almost ubiquituous in abstract algebra) that everỳ dierential algebra' is the homomorphic image of the universal one; put dierently: it is isomorphic to the universal algebra divided by a certain`(dierential) ideal' (see below). These results have then been aplied to discrete sets by e.g. Dimakis,MuellerHoissen et al ( [26] ).
On the other hand we w ant to stress that models, in our case networks or graphs, tend to have a lot more interesting geometric or algebraic structure than suggested by such an abstract viewpoint and should be analyzed for their own sake (see also the following subsections). We want now to briey comment on one particular feature one should at least be aware of if one favors the abstract approach. We w ould like t o call it the`problem of unnatural relations'.
To conform with the more abstract notation adopted in the above mentioned literature (or [27] ), we now denote the universal dierential algebra over a given set of nodes (i.e. the complete graph) by u = P u k , the reduced algebra (i.e. the actually given graph with some bonds missing in general) by = P k . F urthermore, d u is the dierential on u with d u d u = 0 . Note that in u k each sequence of (k + 1 ) nodes is an admissible string.
We can now dene a projector which projects u onto by: (n 0 : : : n k ) = 0 (37) if (n 0 ; : : : ; n k ) i s n o t admissible in (n 0 : : : n k ) = n 0 : : : n k (38) if (n 0 ; : : : ; n k ) is admissible. So much so good, but in our view there now emerges a certain problem. u =I 0 is the algebra one automatically arrives at if one denes the homomorphism from u to the reduced dierential algebra in the following canonical way: : n i ! n i d u n i ! dn i (41) i.e. under the premise that d denes already another dierential algebra. It is in this restricted sense the above mentioned general result has to be understood.
On the other hand this may (and in general: will) lead to a host of, at least in our view, very unnatural relations in concrete models like e.g. our network, models which may already carry a certain physically motivated interpretation going beyond being a mere example of an abstract dierential algebra. Note e.g. that in our algebra an element like n 123 is admissible (i.e. non-zero) if n 1 ; n 2 and n 2 ; n 3 are connected. n 123 may however arise from a dierentiation process (i.e. from an insertion) like d u (n 13 ) with n 1 ; n 3 not connected. This is exactly the situation discussed above:
n 13 3.16 Conclusion: Given a concrete physical network one has basically two choices.
Either one makes it into a full-edged dierential algebra by imposing further relations which may however be unnatural from a physical point of view and very cumbersome for complicated networks. This was the strategy e.g. followed in [26] . Or one considers as the fundamental object and each admissible element in it being non-zero. As a consequence the corresponding algebraic/dierential structure on may be less smooth at rst glance ( dd 6 = 0 in general), but on the other side considerably more natural! At the moment we refrain from making a general judgement about the respective advantages of these two dierent approaches whereas we would probably prefer the latter one.
The Graph as a (Higher) Simplicial Complex
In the following we will change our geometric point of view to some extent. In the previous subsection the geometric building blocks have been strings or walks, that is, more or less one-dimensional objects. Now we will beconcerned with in some sense higher dimensional patterns. To this end we start from a xed graph G with vertex set V and edge set E. In the literature graphs are frequently considered as so-called one-dimensional simplicial complexes' with the nodes as 0-simplices and the bonds as 1-simplices. We think this point of view is unnecessarily restrictive (while there exist of course certain mathematical reasons for this restriction we do not mention).
Having our own working philosophy of networks as models for microscopic space-time in mind, this concept can and should be generalized. . Such a mss with n i being a member can comprise at most (v i + 1 )nodes, in other words, its cardinality is the minimum of these numbers when n i varies over the mss.
Remark: Such mss are called in combinatorics or graph theory`cliques'. Their potential physical role as building blocks of the micro-structure of space-time in our particular approach has been discussed in greater depth in [11] .
3.20 Observation: The class of simplices, in particular the mss, containing a certain xed n o de, n i , c an be generated i n a c ompletely algorithmic way, starting from n i . The rst level consists of the bonds with n i an end node, the second level comprises the triples of nodes (`triangles'), (n i n k n l ), with the nodes linked with each other and so forth. Each level set can be constructed from the preceding one and the process stops when a mss is reached.
Remark: Note that at each intermediate step, i.e. having already constructed a certain particular subsimplex, one has in general several possibilities to proceed. On the other hand, a chain of such c hoices may dier at certain places from another one but may lead in the end to the same simplex (being simply a permutation of the nodes of the latter simplex).
In a next step we can give the simplices an`orientation'.
Denition (Orientation):
The above simplices can be oriented via n 0 : : : n k = sgn() n 0 : : : n k (43) being a permutation of (0; : : : ; k ) This denition can be used to give the set of simplices an algebraic structure by identifying the simplices which fall in the same equivalence class with respect to sgn. The respective equivalence class will henceforth be denoted by ( n i 0 : : : n i k ) and we make these classes into an orthonormal basis of some vector space of, say, nite sums over e.g. C. The other class (negative orientation) is then simply the opposite vector (n i 0 : : : n i k ). 
the sum on the rhs running over the nodes n so that the terms under the sum form again (k + 1 ) -simplices (or, put dierently, the sum extends over all nodes with terms set to zero if they do not form (k + 1 ) -simplices). It holds d d = 0 .
R emark: Note that in the above formula it is important to work with equivalence classes. Otherwise the denition would become quite cumbersome. As in the case of exterior algebra' of e.g. forms the ordering in (: : : ) is`anticommutative', that is, (n n 0 : : : n k ) = ( n 0 n : : : n k )
Proof: We show that d d = 0 in fact holds. We have:
with s a certain simplex. As both (n n s) and (n n s) = (n n s) occur in the double sum all the terms on the rhs cancel. 
We see that at most one non-zero term can occur on the rhs, say, ( 1) < s k j s k > , depending on the respective orientation. On the other side, < d s k j s 0 k +1 >= X n < (n n 0 : : : n k ) j ( n 0 0 : : : n 0 k +1 ) >
Again there exists at most one non-zero term on the rhs with the node sequence on the left side of the scalar product being a certain permutation of the node sequence on the right side. In a rst step we permute the n 0 : : : n k on the left side so that they are standing in the same relative order as on the right side. This yields the same prefactor 1 as in the formula above. We then commute the additional node n until it occupies the same position as in s 0 k+1 yielding another prefactor ( 1) 2
On the higher levels the correspondence is slightly trickier, see the following remark.
Remark: For higher simplices the correspondence is slightly more involved. Take e.g. a triangle (n 0 n 1 n 2 ). In the spirit of subsection 3.1 one can take all the possible 3-strings which can be built over this simplex, in other words, all the possible permutations of n 0 n 1 n 2 and dene the algebraic, oriented simplex (n 0 n 1 n 2 ) of subsection 3.2 as follows:
(n 0 n 1 n 2 ) : = X per sgn(per) n i 0 n i 1 n i 2
with the sum running over all the permutations of (0; 1; 2) and the terms on the rhs being strings in the sense of subsection 3.1. It follows directly that the sum is anticommutative with respect to rearrangements of the nodes (it may beconvenient to add a global combinatorial factor (k + 1)! 1 on the rhs ). From this point of view the correspondence is reminiscent o f t h e w a y exterior forms are built from tensors.
Yet another version of Discrete Calculus
In this last subsection we briey comment on yet another version of discrete calculus, which is, at rst glance, perhaps the most natural one and which is absent in approaches starting from the abstract universal dierential algebra. As this variant is developed further in the diploma thesis of T.Novotny (some results can already be found in [11] ), in particular concerning the method of`discrete Euler-LagrangeVariation', we will not elaborate very much on this point. where n i ; n k are 'nearest-neighbor-nodes', i.e. being connected by a bond .
3.27 Observation:
In other words the "derivation" r does not obey the ordinary Leibniz rule. In fact, application of r to, say, higher powers of f becomes increasingly cumbersome (nevertheless there is a certain systematic in it). One gets for example (with q := r ik ): q(f 1 f n ) = 
Due to the discreteness of the formalism and, as a consequence, the inevitable bilocality of the derivative there is no chance to get something like a true Leibniz rule on this level.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that the above establishes an interesting abstract algebraic multiplication structure which is called in [25] a`Cuntz algebra structure' (occurring there however in another context).
3.28 Observation (Cuntz algebra):
and analogously for vector elds P a ik r ik .
With u := 1 + q we furthermore get:
and
i.e. a`twisted derivation' with u an endomorphism on some algebra, A, of functions on V .
As is the case with r ik , the product rule for higher products can be inferred In a next step we extend these concepts to functions f 2 C 0 and 'dierential operators' or 'vector elds' P a ik r ik . We have to check whether this is a natural(!) denition. Another important geometrical concept is the notion of`connection' o r c ovariant derivative'. Starting from the abstract concept of (linear) connection in the sense of Koszul it is relatively straightforward to extend this concept to the non-commutative situation, give n à nite projective module' o v er some algebra A (instead of the sections o f a v ector bundle over some manifold M, the role of A being played by the functions over M; see e.g. [23] or [25] , as to various renements and improvements cf. e.g. [31] and further references given there).
Without going into any details we want to briey sketch how the concept of connection can be immediately implemented in our particular model without referring to the more abstract work. We regard (in a rst step) a connection as a (linear) map from the elds of tangent vectors to the tensor product of tangent vectors and dual dierential forms as dened above (and having certain properties). Remark: The tensor product in ii) is understood as the pointwise product of elds at each node n i , i.e. r ik going with d ik . This is to becontrasted with the abstract notion of tensor product in e.g. the above dierential algebra (A) which does not act locally, the space consisting of, say, elements of the kind n 1 n 2 n k . These dierent parallel structures over the same model shall bescrutinized in more detail elsewhere. Note that the above extra locality structure is a particular property of our model class and does not (openly) exist in the general approach employing arbitrary projective modules respectively dierential algebras.
Intrinsic Dimension in Networks, Graphs and other Discrete Systems
There exist a variety of concepts in modern mathematics which extend the ordinary or naive notion of dimension one is accustomed to in e.g. dierential topology or linear algebra. In fact, topological dimension and related concepts are notions which are perhaps even closer to the underlying intuition (cf. e.g. [32] ). Apart from the purely geometric concept there is also an important p h ysical role being played by something like dimension, having e.g. pronounced eects on the behavior of, say, many-body-systems near their phase transition points or in the critical region.
But even in the case of e.g. lattice systems they are usually treated as being embedded in an underlying continuous background space (typically euclidean) which supplies the concept of ordinary dimension so that the intrinsic dimension of the discrete array itself does usually not openly enter the considerations.
Anyway, it is worthwhile even in this relatively transparent situation to have a closer look on the situations where attributes of something like dimension really enter the physical stage. Properties of models of, say, statistical mechanics are typically derived from the structure of the microscopic interactions of their constituents. This then is more or less the only place where dimensional aspects enter the calculations.
Naive reasoning might suggest that it is something like the number of nearest neighbors (in e.g. lattice systems) which encodes the dimension of the underlying space and inuences via that way the dynamics of the system. However, this surmise, as we will show in the following, does not reect the crucial point which is considerably more subtle.
This holds the more so for systems which cannot be considered as being embedded in a smooth regular background and hence do not inherit their dimension from the embedding space. A case in point is our primordial network in which Planck-scalephysics is assumed to take place. In our approach it is in fact exactly the other way round: Smooth space-time is assumed to emerge via a phase transition or a certain cooperative behavior and after some`coarse graining' from this more fundamental structure.
Problem:
Formulate an intrinsic notion of dimension for model theories without making recourse to the dimension of some continuous embedding space.
In a rst step we will show that graphs and networks as introduced in the preceding sections have a natural metric structure. We have already introduced a certain neighborhood structure in a graph with the help of the minimal number of consecutive bonds connecting two given nodes.
In a connected graph any two nodes can be connected by a sequence of bonds. Without loss of generality one can restrict oneself to paths. One can then dene the length of a path (or sequence of bonds) by the numberlof consecutive bonds making up the path. Remark: In the following I shall bevery brief on this ramied topic as much more details have been presented and proved in a separate paper ( [8] ) to which the interested reader is referred. Instead of that I would like to discuss certain aspects and ideas being related to this concept. (82) provided that a unique limit exists! What does exist in any case is lim inf respectively lim sup which can then be c onsidered as upper and lower dimension. If they coincide we are in the former situation. Bỳ homogeneous' we mean that the graph \looks locally more or less the same" geometrically everywhere, in particular its dimension D should not depend on the reference point (and that the two denitions of graph dimension given above coincide!).
Remarks:
5. Particularly interesting phenomena are expected to show up if this concept is applied within the regime of`random graphs' (see e.g. [11] ) 6. For some remarks concerning more or less related ideas being scattered in the literature (known to us) see [8] That this denition is reasonable can be seen by applying it to ordinary cases like regular translation invariant lattices. It is however not evident that such a denition makes sense for arbitrary graphs, in other words, a (unique) limit point may not always exist. It seems to beahighly non-trivial task to characterize the conditions which imply such a limit to exists. Matters become much more interesting and subtle if one studies more general graphs than simple lattices. Note that there exists a general theorem (in fact a specialisation of the more general result about simplicial complexes we mentioned in the preceeding section to one-simplices), showing that practically every graph can be embedded in IR 3 and still quite a few in IR 2 (planar graphs). This shows again that something like the dimension of the embedding space is in general not a characteristic property of a network or graph. Quite to the contrary, it is generically entirely uncorrelated with its intrinsic dimension we dened above. An extreme example is a`tree graph', i.e. a graph without`loops'. In the following we study an innite, regular tree graph with node degree 3, i.e. 3 bonds branching o each node. The absence of loops means that the`connectivity' is extremely low which results in an exceptionally high`dimension' a s w e will see.
Starting 4.7 Observation(Regular Tree): The intrinsic dimension of an innite regular tree is 1 and the numberof new nodes grows exponentially like some n(n 1) m (with n being the node degree).
Remark: D = 1 is mainly a result of the absence of loops and of regularity, in other words: there is exactly one path, connecting any t w o nodes. This is usually not so in other graphs, e.g. lattices, where the numberof new nodes grows at a much slower pace (whereas the number of nearest neighbors can nevertheless be large). This is due to the existence of many loops s.t. many of the nodes which can be reached from, say, a n o d e o f @ U m b y one step are already contained in U m itself. On the other side we recently constructed ( [8] ) tree graphs having an arbitrary fractal dimension (they are however not regular, i.e. having a v arying node degree, in particular they have a lot of end points). Hence the absence of loops is not the only reason for large graph dimensions.
We h a v e seen that for, say, lattices the number of new nodes grows like some xed power of m while for, say, regular trees m occurs in the exponent. The borderline can befound as follows: 4.8 Observation: If for m ! 1 the average number of nodes in U m+1 per node contained in U m is uniformly away from zero or, stated dierently: jU m+1 j=jU m j 1 + "
for some " 0 then we h a v e exponential growth, in other words, the intrinsic dimension is 1. Potential applications of this concept of intrinsic dimension are manifold. Our main goal is it to develop a theory which explains how our classical space-time and what we like to call the 'physical vacuum' has emerged from a more primordial and discrete background via some sort of phase transition (the rst preliminary steps being done in [11] ).
In this context we can also ask in what sense macroscopic space-time dimension 4 is exceptional, i.e. whether it is merely an accident or whether there is a cogent reason for it. We hope or expect that the above concept of intrinsic dimension together with the dynamics of its possible change may help to come to grips with such a fundamental question.
